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The View from 318
We are ,1ust beginning the autumn terra as ve put this summer issue of Pro gramma
to press. The heat however is sufficiently great and persistent to make anyone doubt
that September is here. We begin the new year with a yet larger enrollment in the
Program; about 185 students were studying in the Program's course after we completed
registration yesterday. That record enrollment follows a prior record year in which
enrollment hovered at about 175- ^n ^ay the largest graduating class in the Program's
history celebrated commencement. Such superlatives and records would, I suspect,
bring unqualified ,1oy in a mutual fund report as well as in many academic circles.
The Program, however, never has found any persuasiveness in the ''"bigger is better"
approach when measuring the quality of an educational community. Please don't misunderstand. We have all been very encouraged by the wider perception of the Program's
attractiveness in recent years. And we all want very much to serve the students who
wish to be educated in the Program. We are nonetheless concerned about the seeming
fact that there are real limits to the kind of community the Program has been and
hence the kind of community it can be if it is to achieve its traditional results.
We are also concerned that the enrollment increases come at a time when they tax a
faculty already struggling to balance the special demands of heavier than normal
teaching loads, interdisciplinary teaching and extensive personal contact with students with the increasing research and publication demands of the University.
As this term "begins, the College of Arts and Letters has a new Dean. He is
Professor Michael Loux who moves to that office from the chairmanship of Notre Dame's
Department of Philosophy. He will be working with us in facing the above problems
and in strengthening and developing the Program. One boost we receive at this time
is the very welcome return of Professor Katherine Tillman to full time participation
in the life and teaching of the Program. She returns from a year's leave in England
and a prior three years as an Assistant Provost of the University.
There are a couple of other firsts in the past year. That large and excellent
class of '83 included the first Program student to enter study here after retirement
from his life-long occupation. This is Larry Lewis ('83) retired Director of Tunnels
and Bridges of the Port Authority of New York and father-in-law of Professor William
Leahy (GP '59). Larry received the Notre Dame degree and the Program education he
had long desired. A couple of weeks earlier, Professor Edward Cronin himself was on
hand to present the Cronin Award for fine writing to its first recipient, Beth
Zangmeister, who won it as a junior in the Program. This is the award that so many
of you helped us establish in the prior year upon the formal retirement of Dr. Cronin.

Congratulations to Father Anthony Farrell who served as a visiting faculty
member with us in 197U-75. He has "been appointed President of Cardinal Newman
College in St. Louis. Best wishes to Father Gerard Carroll who leaves the Program's
faculty after four years of teaching in it. The last academic year was highlighted
"by lectures "by the visiting philosophers Kenneth Schmitz and Paul Weiss and a
quieter visit with faculty by Lawrence Kohlberg, the Harvard developmental psychologist .
.
It was good to meet so many of you and to renew contact with others during the
recent reunion. The reunion activities and seminars of the Class of '58 (Pascal
selections) and the Class of '73 (C.P. Snow's Two Cultures) were sufficiently
attractive to bring out welcome "crashers" from among the Class of '63 and various
Notre Dame alumni who heard about the "serious stuff" going on. 'Herewith the call
goes out for seminar suggestions and organizational help from classes ('593 '6*1
and '7^) as we look ahead to the '8U reunion at Notre Dame.
Walter Nicgorski
Chairman '
II:

EDITOR'S DESK

Welcome to another academic year. I wish to thank all of you for your comments
and responses to our education questionnaire. You will note that this issue contains
another questionnaire to give a place for response to those who did not fit the
categories of the previous 'survey. Please respond if you did not respond on the
•last survey. Your comments and response give the opportunity to make this a better
means of keeping in close touch with the Program.
In this issue our first item introduces a new faculty member, who is joining the
Program this fall, Professor Andre' Goddu. He comes to us with special training for
the Natural Science and Intellectual History tutorials, "but he also brings to us many
other talents. We all welcome him to the Program.
This summer the faculty held its third faculty workshop, led by Fr. Nicholas
Ayo on the subject of modern scriptural scholarship and interpretation. This was
a stimulating encounter with material often new to many of us. I have summarised
in a separate discussion the content of the workshop, and appended a relevant
bibliography for those who would like to participate on their own.
Response to Pete Peterson's article in the last Programma is supplied by reprints of two letters. It is encouraging to see these exchanges going on between
alumni. I hope others will share your views on these feature topics with us.
Phillip Sloan
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' III:

INTRODUCING ANDHE GODDU

Traditionally, we reserve a space to introduce to all our alumni our newfaculty. As our new "rookie," Professor Goddu has submitted the following essay
describing his "background and his interests in coming to the Program. We wish
him the best in joining us, with all its multiple challenges.
P.S.

If you have difficulty making up your mind and if you selected this program
in part out of such indecisiveness , then you can appreciate one of the attractions
of the program for a teacher — the luxury of not having to decide what you want
to be when you grov up. There is, however, decisiveness in 'the commitment to
liberal studies . and the humanities. In my case the undergraduate education I received, though not as comprehensive as this one, involved philosophy, history,
literature, music, and theology. As with this program, it was a highly structured
one with few choices . I admit to having trusted my teachers and this culture
enough to form me through a classical education, to tap the resources, as it were,
of our culture at its roots , and to develop not only a respect for but also a
genuine love of language and even of words. That education was perhaps the source
of indecis ivenes s , but it was also the introduction to a formation which makes
possible to humans the deepest intellectual pleasures and shaped emotional experiences . To put it comparatively, how much more pleasurable life is with an
education rather than without one. The most lasting and meaningful pleasures are
informed and shaped through understanding and commitment. In short, all great
intellectual accomplishments contribute to the mind's shaping activity, its continuous effort to make sense of ideas, methods, and most importantly, of human
experience itself. And that is the real "luxury" to which I referred above — the
opportunity to lead the reflective life as one's profession.
With a degree in philosophy I entered, of all things, a training program for
probation officers in Oakland, California.
For three years I conducted investigations and supervised individuals committed to what this country refers to .
euphemistically as rehabilitation programs , and for an additional two years I
worked as an interviewer in the Oakland city jail. Such work sounds interesting,
perhaps even exciting; the best word to describe it is "appalling." While working as a probation officer, I realized that there was no future in it for me in
the sense that I could not remain intellectually stimulated and emotionally
satisfied in a job with overwhelming problems, at best uncertain successes, and
the inadequate commitment of our society to confronting underlying causes. After
six months of work in corrections, I had the profound sense that I had learned
everything that I was ever going to learn in this area.
Consequently , I entered one graduate program and subsequently another, which
led to. master's degrees in, theology and humanities — I suppose I was re-educating
myself as if educating the new person I had become through new experiences, covering all the bases one more time.' A graduate program in mediaeval history and the
history of science focused my efforts on areas which still constitute my research
interests — late" mediaeval and early modern history of ideas and science, es- .
pecially physics and the philosophical foundations of early modern science. I
hope to contribute to our understanding of conceptual revolutions , to the effort
to construct a critical metaphysics that saves the notion of truth, and finally
to construct an ideal model for a sociological . analysis of the scientific revolution. Hence, I am a historian and philosopher by training, a humanist "by
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inclination and education? a sociologist "by compulsion; a teacher "by desire, and
a student forever. Learning, sharing, teaching, and leading an examined life in
the context of a traditionally structured program are not possible in all disciplines; the opportunity to do so in the Program of Liberal Studies is what
attracted me most.
Andre Goddu

IV:

MODERN SCRIPTURE INTERPRETATION: A WORKSHOP

Modern scriptural interpretation in Protestant, and more recently Catholic,
circles has appeared to this outsider as a complex and uncertain enterprise.
Except for having heard names like Bultmann, and some discussions of "higher" and
"lower" criticism, my own unfamiliar!ty was almost complete. In choosing the
topic of scriptural interpretation for" this summer's workshop, Father Nicholas
Ayo, the workshop leader, with assistance from Professor Janet Smith and myself,
selected this as a theological topic with great potential for engaging the faculty
as a whole in the exploration of new territory. Since our Program majors take a
scripture course in their Junior year, it also promised to give us as a faculty
some deeper understanding of the ways in which scripture could "be used in the
Program.
The focus of the workshop was on the insights into the reading of thescripture that can possibly be gained "by modern Catholic "biblical scholarship,
particularly as represented in the work of Father Raymond Brown. Brown is
currently Auburn Professor of Biblical Studies at Union Theological Seminary.
We used two of his short works, The_ Virginal Conception and the_ Bodily Ressurection
of_ Jesus, and The Critical Meaning of the Bible.
Contemporary work in scriptural
scholarship "by Catholic scholars has taken its official authorization from the
Vatican II.document, "On Divine Revelation," or pei^ verbum, which urged Catholic
scholars to utilize the techniques of comparative linguistics, form criticism,'
and historical research to discern the deeper meanings of the scriptural texts.
A long history of controversy lies in the "background of this approach to the
Bible. The use of so-called "lower" criticism, determining from knowledge of
historical context and the original languages the particular meaning of biblical
words and passages, seems uncontroversial and our group exegesis of particular
passages in this way provided one of the most stimulating points of the workshop.
More controversial have been the claims of the "higher" criticism, in which
scholars have attempted to claim, on the basis of critical scholarship, certain
points about biblical composition that would "be questioned by many "believing
Christians. For example, one of the claims we encountered frequently in these
readings was that the Gospel of Mark was the earliest gospel, rather than being
simply a parallel account to a different audience. The subsequent synoptic
gospels (Luke, Matthew) were then argued to be to a lar^e extent elaborations on
Mark, with their later dating established by such criteria as the more developed
views of Christ and the more elaborate detail in the accounting of events. This
assumption of the primacy of Mark was then used to raise certain interpretive
T>roblems concerning more fundamental issues, such as events surrounding the resurrection of Jesus. The post-resurrectional ap-pearances of Jesus in the Gospel
of Mark, for instance, are found in a final section of the account which Brown
and many other scholars consider to be a later addition.'

Catholic encounter with these issues is a relatively new phenomenon., although
they have "been difficult and debated questions within Protestant Christianity for
more than a century. Particularly in German Protestant circles in the nineteenth
century,•this "higher" criticism manifested itself in the work popularly known
as the "quest for the historical Jesus." In this century it has led to the "demythologizing" approach to scripture "by the Protestant theologian Rudolph Bultmann
Strong negative reactions in Catholic circles until the IgUO's had made these
kinds of historical-critical approaches alien to Catholics until the important
encyclical "by Pope Pius XII, Divino Afflante Spiritu, in 19^3 gave limited
authorization to Catholic theologians to pursue these lines of investigation.
Only since Vatican II has there arisen a clear recognition of Catholics explor.ing these same lines of inquiry. With both Catholic and Protestant biblical
scholars examining many of the same issues through the .same scholarly methods,,
it is not surprising that biblical scholarship has become a highly ecumenical
endeavor.
Father Raymond Brown's works, as the most accessible examples of this kind of
scholarship, were used to lead us in to these areas. VJidely acclaimed for his
ma.ior works, the commentary on St. John's Gospel in the Anchor Bible_ and The
.Birth of the_Messiah, Father Brown has also been strongly criticised for pursuing
lines of interpretation that seem difficult to reconcile with Catholic orthodoxy.
In utilizing Brown's work, however, our intent was more to see what, if any, new
insights co.uld be gained from the reading of scripture itself. Consequently, some
of our most stimulating discussions did not concern Brown's work, but rather the
results 'of our careful reading of parallel passages from the gospels describing
'the same events. In this we could see some of the diversities 'of audience,
literary parallels between Old and New testament accounts, evidence of interrelations between the gospels, and even some of the differences in the reporting
of specific details.
Our discussions also brought under examination the assumptions behind the
"historical-critical" method being employed by Father Brown and others in establishing certain claims. At issue was the problem commonly encountered in our
"Great Books" approach to texts, namely the degree to which the "meaning" of a
text, has a transhistorical value that can reach through the "veil" of trans- •
lations, historical context, culture and language. In the case of the Bible,
our discussion in one evening session centered particularly on the question of
what it means to read the scriptures through faith, as well as through scholarship. Kierkegaard's analogy with a love letter sent to the beloved in a foreign
language comes to mind. The recipient might, if he or she fails to respond to
this as a love letter, so easily lose him or herself in the careful translation
of the text that the message becomes lost. Other critics of Brown read by the
group contended that especially for Catholics the results of this scholarship
cannot stand independent of the long tradition of Catholic belief on many issues.
This authority of tradition is not, however denied by Brown. It is evident that
informed controversy will continue for some time over the value of the new
biblical scholarship in a Catholic context.
After concluding our discussions of biblical scholarship, the workshop
closed with a discussion with Father Richard McBrien, chairman of the Notre Dame
Theology department. Father McBrien is primarily an ecclesiologist, rather than
a biblical scholar, and is best known for his two-volume gatholieis in. However,
his comments and analysis of the role of the theologian in the Church, the
current movements within the post-Concilar Church, and the developments within
Catholic theology at present were particularly informative. It represented a
valuable closure to a memorable summer workshop.
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For those interested in repeating some of the workshop, a "bibliography of
the readings covered is appended.
Phillip Sloan

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Main Texts :
Brovm , Raymond E . , S - S . The Virginial Conception and the_ Bodily R es sjir e c t i o n
of Jesus (New York: Paulist Press, 1973)
Brown, 'Raymend E. , S.S.

The Critical Meaning of the Bible (New York: Paulist
Press, 1981), chps. 1-5.

Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation (Vatican II Documents)
Critical Discussions : (Starred items were actually discussed)
*Barr, J.A. "Reading the Bible as Literature,'' Bulletin p_f_ the_ John_
Ryland University Library 56 (1973-7^) , 10-33*Black, Edith "Historicity of the Bible," Homiletics. and Pastoral Reviev
Pt. I (December, 1980 ) s pp. 13-23; Pt . II (January, 1981),
pp. 2U-32.
Clark, Stephen B. Man and Woman in Christ (Ann Arbor: Servant Books, 1980) ,
pp. 327-68.
Kelly, George A. The_ Hey Bibl_ical_ Theorists : Raymond E_. Brown and B_eyond
(Ann Arbor: Servant Books, 1983).
Kierkegaard, Soren. "The Mirror of the Word," in Fo:r Self Examination,
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 19HU), pp. 50-7^*Lewis, C.S.
"Fern Seed and Elephants," in Fern Seed and Elephants and Other
E_s_s_ay_s_ -on Christianity., edited "by W. Hooper (Fontana Press, 1975)
^Miguens, Manuel "The Infancy Narrative and the Critical Biblical Method,"
Communio 7 (i960) , 2U-5^^Montagu, George T. "Hermeneutics and the Teaching of Scripture, " ~
Catholic Biblical Quarterly frl (1979) , 1-17*Steinmetz, David C. "The Superiority of Pre-Critical Exegesis,"
Theology Today 37 (1980), 27-38.
"^Stuhlinacher , Peter "Scripture Interpretation in the Present," in Historical
Criticism and -Theological Interpretation of Scripture
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1977), pp: 61-91.
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ALUMNI CORNER
In response to Pete Peterson's request in the last Programma fcr assistance
in establishing a .iunior "Great Books" approach to learning, Ann Dilenschneider
Holtsnider ('77) writes:
"I read Pete Peterson's plea for reading suggestions for children
in the latest Programma^ I just wrote him, and now I am sending the
same information to other GP/PLS alumni/ae via you.
The Great Books Foundation in Chicago trains people to co-lead
adult Great Books seminars in communities around the country. The
foundation also trains people to co-lead Junior Great Books seminars.
(This is how I learned a"bout Great Books seminars—in fact, I was a
. co-leader). My hometown community offers these seminars to elementary
children "both during and, after school. There is a set reading list,
and for a modest fee (it is a non-profit organization) the foundation
sends a set of books for each participant. It is especially important that the children have a set of books, because in ensures
that each child has the book to be read. Also, because each child
has the same edition as every other, it is easier to refer to
passages in the "book when necessary."
For a current reading list and a roster of trained leaders in a
,given community, write:
Junior Great Books
c/o The Great Books Foundation
307 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
60601.

Drew L. Kershen (Class of 1966), currently Professor of Law at the University
of Oklahoma, also included the following in a recent letter:
"In response to Pete Peterson's request for suggestions for an
'adolescent' Great Books list, I have two to make: C.S. Lewis, The
Chronicle s_ of Narnia series -, and Susan Cooper, The Dark i_s_ Rising
series. I think both series, while certainly written with the young
person in mind, transcend this age limitation and are 'classics' in
the sense of the issues with which the series deal (conflicts between
good and evil), the superb style in which the books are written, in .
the acculturation to mythic imagery and literature, and in raising •
questions for discussion which are thought-provoking for anyone who
reads thoughtfully. "
I thank you for your responses to this and other items, and I will make
regular room for submitted contributions.
In the Previous Programma an exploratory query was made concerning a possible
summer field trip to the Centre for Medieval and Renaissance Studies in Oxford.
Response has been so marginal that it makes this unfeasible. If you might be
interested, please communicate your response. A specimen of the kinds of costs
and one option of the kind of' programs available is in the last Pjrogramma.

In the last issue we reported on the post-graduate educational institutions
attended "by our alumni, and an addition to this list is supplied on the "basis of
your responses.
Finally, this issue is traditionally the one in which we list the many contributors to Pro gramma over the year. Your sup-port is one of the things that
has made our summer workshops possible, and we thank you for your interest in
the Program and your concern and contributions .
P.S.

LINES OF COMMUNICATION
The following alumni have recently indicated that they would like their
old friends and teachers to know their whereabouts:
Class of 195^
Colonel Thomas E. Schwietz, 2352 Valley Vista, Louisville, KY. U02QU .
Chairman, Department of Aerospace Science, University of Louisville.
Class of 1958
Prank Crumley, 1*726 Twinpost Road, Dallas, TX.
John S. Rippey, 51 Southgate Ave . , Annapolis, Md. , 21*101. Legislative Director,
Association of Bank Holding Companies, 730 15th St., N.W. , Washington, DC 20005Class of 1959
James B. Carroll, First Secretary American Embassy: Director American Cultural
Center, American Embassy Bogota, APO Miami 3^038.
Phil Gihson, 3526 Guido St., Oakland, CA. 9^602. Math Teacher.
Class of 1961
John P. Keegan, 18 Somerset Drive, Rumson, N.J.
07760
James 0. Goodwin, 2236 North Denver Place, Tulsa, Oklahoma 7^106
Peter J. McGovern, Dean, Law School, ValDaraiso University, Valparaiso, Indiana.
Class of 1962
Mike Hartnett , 8719^ Reynolds Drive, Eugene, Oregon. 97^-02. Executive Director
Eugene-Springfield Convention and Visitors Bureau.
Class of 1963
J. Michael Cashore, Rd 2, Box 10U-A, Tunkhannock, Fa. 18657. College Teaching, •
King's College, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Dr. J. Douglas Canfield, Professor of English, Dept . of English, University of
Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721.
Class of 196U
James T. Harrington, 7^6 Foxdale , Winnetka, IL. 60093. Lawyer.
James Shay, 5508 New Haven Court, Austin, TX. 78756. Assistant Professor of .'
English.
Roger T. Sohkowiak, Moss-wood #5, 2^5 Unquowa Road, Fairfield, CT. 06U30 .
Director of Human Resources, ITT - Programming.
Class of 1965
John Dunn, 263 Agrinensors , Carmel Valley, CA. 9392H. Attorney
Class of 1966
Paul R. Ahr, P.O. Box 687, Jefferson City, MO. 65102. Director, Missouri
Department of Mental Health.
Peter G. 'Collins, 2U15B Haggerty Road, Parmington Hills, MI. hQ02h . Environmental
Consultant, Director of Environmental Services, Swanson Environmental, Inc. '
William Hackman , P. 0. Box 333, Bloomington, IL. 61701 . Lawyer.

Class of 1967
Thomas C. Conoscenti, 637 South Kaspar, Arlington Hts . , IL.
60005 .
Comptroller and Manager of Financial Planning, Commerce Clearing House, Inc.
Francis J. Dre.jer, Ij859 North Rockwell, Chicago, IL. 60625 . Production Control,
Atlas Electric Devices, Chicago; Instructor, Evening Division, Northvestern
University; Doctoral Candidate, Northwestern University, Department of
Anthropology .
.Thomas Neuburger, 263 Green Heath, Thousand Oaks, CA 91631. Writer.
Class of 1968
Terry Adrian, Box 231, Damascus, Pa.
Robert Kohorst , 802 Victoria, Harlan, Iowa
51537- Lawyer
Class of 1970
Gerald T. Burns, 101 High St., Middletown, CT. 061*57- Instructor, English
and American Studies, Wesley an University.
.Ken Guentert, P.O. Box 257, Oregon, IL.
6l06l . Free Lance Writer; Publisher
of Body j& Soul.
Gerald Neski , 30 Franklin St., Bridgeton, N.J. 08302. Lawyer.
Class of 1971
Biff Godfrey, 2550 Wentworth St., Dallas, TX. 75211- Attorney.
Robert Baxter, UlO Straw-bridge Ave., Westmont , N.J.
08108. Lawyer.
Joe Zarantonello , Rt . 2, Box lU8R, Bardstovn, KY. IfOOOU . Teacher
Glass of 1972
John J. Foster, 277 Oxford St., Rochester, NY. lH607 . Lawyer
Patrick McGreevy, 1269 Gibbs Ave., St. Paul, MN. 55108. Ph.D. Candidate,
Geography, University of Minnesota.
Dan Moore, 21^5 Gower St., Hollywood, CA. 90068.
Motion Picture Custumer .
Class of 1973
•Richard D. Allega, 18 Crest Drive, White Plains, NY.
10607. Programmer.
John H'. Burkley, 2^06 North Fourth St., Columbus, Ohio
U3202.
Lawyer.
Class of 197H
Terry Gorrell , 2067 Ogden , Denver, CO. 80205- Attorney.
Rev. Joseph M. Griffin, hoh Wood Street, Chesaning, MI. Ii86l6. Priest.
Marc Maurer, Suite 100, Court Square Bldg. , 200 East Lexington St., Baltimore,
Maryland 21202 . Attorney .
Philip B. McKiernan, Smith, Morgan & Ryan, Suite 1900, One Indiana Square,
Indianapolis, IN. h620h .
Attorney
Class of 1975
Anthony Bergin, 113 Farmington Ave., Waterbury, CT. 06710 . Lawyer. •
Class of 1976
Michael L.'Metzger, hlk Main St., P.O. Box 378, St. Joseph, Michigan
Attorney .
Pat Murphy, 730 West 51st St., Casper, Wyoming 82601.
Attorney
.Dr. Stephen Runde , Family Practice Residency, 1026 "A" Ave'nue , N.E.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
52^02.
Physician
Class of 1977
David Bonfiglio, 3317 Greenleaf Blvd., Elkhart , IN. U651^ . Attorney
• Manual J. Joaquin, Jr., 5000 East Henrietta Road, Henrietta, N.Y. 1HU67.
Student-MBA Financial Management.
Martin L. Schaf f er , III, 6lO No. Frederick St., Arlington, VA. 22203.
Insurance Agent.
Kenneth A. Taylor, Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Department of Philosophy,
Middlebury College ,' Mi ddlebury, VT. - 05753R. Thomas Denten, 2317 W. Chase, Chicago, IL. 606^5. Financial' Analyst.
Class of 1978
Bruce Rand, P. 0. Box 1831 , Naples-on-the-Gulf , FL. 33939- Teacher
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Class of 19T8 (continued)
Carl F. Munana, 238 East 33rd #1^, New York, NY.
10016. Lending Officer The Morgan Bank.
Class of 19T9
Bill Brittan, 825 Altgeld, Apt. #2, Chicago, IL. 6o6lU. Lawyer
James G. McLean, 1A-1B Oakville Court, Pittsburgh, Pa.
15220. Attorney
Class of 1980
Kerry Cavanaugh, 2101 Post Road, Madison, -WI. 53713Lawyer.
Katharine Kellenberg, HlO llth St.., N.E., Apt. 23, Washington, D.C.
20002.
Stephen R. Miller, 1250 West 56th Street, Kansas City, Missouri
6H113Attorney.
Class of 1981
Francis J. Browne, Law Student, Boston University, 117 Coolidge St.,
Brookline, Ma. 021H6.
Richard T. Chapman, 7^05 North Hoyne, Chicago, IL. 6o6H5 - Law Student
Class of 1983
Larry Lewis, llU Button St., Jersey City, NJ. 07307- Electronics Consultant.

1982-83 CONTRIBUTORS TO SUPPORT OF PROGRAMMA
Paul Ahr
Richard Allega
Robert Baxter
Anthony Bergin
Dave Bonfiglio
Francis Brown
Gerald Burns
John Burkley
Kerry Cavanaugh
Mark Clarke
Thomas Conoscenti
John Dunn
John Foster
William Godfrey
James Goodwin
Terry Gorrell
Jim Gray
Steve Gray
"Rev. Joseph J. Griffin
Kenneth Guentert
William Hackman
J.T. Harrington .
Mike Hartnett
Peter Hennigsji
Edward Hooper

Manuel Joaquin
John Keegan
Drew Kershen
Robert Kohorst
Mark Kulyk
Larry Lewis
Pat Mannion
Marc Maurer
Philip McKiernan
James McLean
Mike Metzger
Steve Miller
Dan Moore
Carl Munana
P'at Murphy
Gerald Neski
Thomas Neuburger .
William O'Connor
Chris Reitze
Thomas E. Schwietz
Martin Schaffer, III
A. J. Schwartz
Kenneth Taylor
John Astuno, Jr.
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Below are listed those who have designated a gift'to the Campaign for
Notre Dame or the Annual Giving Drive of the University for the specific
support of the needs of the Program of Liberal Studies. If you .have given
such a gift in the last year and your name does not appear, please let me
know.
W.N.
Thomas Durkin
Louis M. Haley •
Gary P. Hunt
Mark C. Kulyk
Larry Lewis
John F.X. Mannion
John P. Keegan

Peter McGovern
Thomas Neuburger •
James 0. Lang
Michael -E. (Pete) Peterson
Martin Schaffer
Thomas Wageman

' GRADUATE SCHOOLS ATTENDED BY PROGRAM OF LIBERAL STUDIES GRADUATES
The following is a supplement list of graduate fields/schools that were
not in our last issue of Programma.

AMERICAN STUDIES
Yale University
ANTHROPOLOGY
Northwestern University
BUSINESS
DePaul University
J.L. Kellog Graduate School of Management, Northwestern University
Northeastern University
Syracuse University
ENGLISH
University College, Duolin, Ireland
•University of California - Berkeley
University of Flordia
Johns Hopkins Univers ity.
Northwestern University
ENGINEERING ADMINISTRATION
Union College
FILM
San Francisco State University
GEOGRAPHY
State University of New York, Buffalo
University of Minnesota
GOVERNMENT
Harvard
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
George Washington University
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LAW
Catholic University, Washington, DC
Columbia School of Law
Dickinson School of Law, Carlisle,Pa.
University of Denver
Univers'ity of Detroit
London Law Center
George. Washington Law Center
University of.Wisconsin
LATIN -AMERICAN STUDIES
Stanford University "
MASTER OF.ARTS IN TEACHING
Yale
MATHEMATICS
Holy Names College
MEDICINE
University of Southern California
University of Texas , Medical Branch
NATURAL RESOURCES
School of Natural Resources,
University of Michigan
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
George Washington University
THEOLOGY
McMaster University
URBAN STUDIES- •
Loyola -University of Chicago

OCCUPATIONS SURVEY

The preceding supplementary list was derived from your responses to
the last issue's list of graduate and professional schools attended by
graduates of the Program. Of course not all of you attended a graduate
or -professional school after leaving the Program. From that group as well
as among those who did attend such schools "but drifted into occupations
unrelated to that schooling there is no doubt an interesting range of
occupations. It is good to be a"ble to show our students the variety to
which life may open after a liberal education in the Great Books.
Please tell us about such occupations by returning the completed green
cover sheet of this issue. Of course we know that the Program's graduates
include:

lawyers '
bankers
managers and businessmen in various fields
priests
civil servants
professional writers
art curators .
military officers and educators
farmers
an electronics consultant
a motion "oicture costumer
doctors
accountants
teachers at all levels
professors in a number of fields
educational administrators at all levels
foreign service officers
newspaper reporters and columnists
engineers
publishers
environmental consultants.
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